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It is shown that a Pamsauer-Townsend effect is possible in very low energy (FJ 2°K) collisions oF4He4He 
- i.e., a deep minimum in the total elastic scattering cross section occurs at this collision energy. It is seen that no 
such minimum is possible For the other isotopic variants. ‘He3He and ‘He4He. 

1. Introduction 

Explanation of the Ramsauer-Townsend (RT) ef- 
fect in low energy scattering of electrons from rare gas 
atoms was one of the first successful applications of 
wave mechanics to collision problems [ 1, p. 5621. 
The physical observation is that at a particular value of 
the electron collision energy (usual!y a few tenths of 
an electron-volt) the total scattering cross section is 
anomalously small, or equivalently, the mean free path 
of electrons in the gas is correspondingly large. Elec- 
trons at this energy, therefore, propagate through the 
gas as essentially free, unscattered particles. 

In this paper we consider the question of whether 
such an effect can ever arise in the case of elastic 
scattering of heavy particles (i.e., atoms and mole- 
cules). Since an essential requirement for the effect is 
that only s-waves (I = 0 relative orbital angular mo- 
mentum) contribute significantly to the scattering, 
the answer at first glance seems to be an obvious “no”, 
for it is well-known that heavy particle scattering typ 
ically involves many partial waves [2]. At sufficiently 
ICF energy, however, even heavy particle collisions 

involve only s-wave scattering; these are “very low” 
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energies, typically a few degrees Kelvin. 
The next two sections summarize the requirement 

for a~ RT effect and consider the restrictions this im- 
poses on an atom-atom system. It is seen that the only 
molecular system for which it is reasonably possible 
is 4He-4He, and the minimum in the cross section 
occurs at a colkion energy %?K. Bose statistics 
plays a crucial role in the existence of the RT effect; 
i.e., it gannet occur for 3He-3He or 3He-4He cohi- 
sions. 

2. Conditions for a Ramsauer-Townsen d effect 

If the collision energy is suftkiently low, the total 
elastic scattering cross section is 

00 = 4111fi212@) sin*~o(E) , (1) 

where 170 is the s-wave phase shift, and “sufficiently 
low” means that the phase shifts for I > 0 are neg- 
ligibly small. 

Considering a typical atom-atom potentiaI with an 
attractive well and repulsive waLl (e.g., a Lennard- 
Jones 6-12 potential), the s-wave phase shift at low 
enough energy ispositive due to the fact that on!y 
the negative region of the potential is experierrced 
in a Iow energy CoUision. At E = 0, iq fact, v. = m, 
R being the number of s-wave bound states of the 
diatorir. Even ifn 7 0, though, the s:wave phase shift 
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Fig. I. Sketch of the s-wave phase shift as a function of colIi- 
sion energy for a potential wiih an attractive wall and a rep& 
sive walI; the solid line corresponds to the &uation ir. which 
there is one bound -ate in the potential, and the dashed line 
corresponds to a slightly weaker potential for which the state 
is “just barely” not bound. 

is stiIl positive in the energy region just above zero [3 ] 

Fig. 1 sketches the energy dependence of q&??) for 
the case that there is one state of the diatom ‘Ljust 
bar&?’ bound, compared to the case that the poten- 
tial is weakened slightly so that the state is “just bare- 
ly” not bound. In either case the phase shift is positive 
as E+ 0, but becomes negative as E increases and the 
repulsive wall of the potential begins to make a greater 
contribution to the phase shift than the attractive re- 
gion. 

It is clear, therefore, that there is an energy IL?0 at 
which the s-wave phase shift is zero; eq. (1) then gives 
a zero cross section, meaning that only higher partial 
waves contribute. If Eo is so smail that these higher 
partial waves have not begun to contribute sQnificant- 
ly, then the cross section at E. is anomatously small, 
and this is the RT effect. 

Finatly, one should note that v. need not actually 
be zero at EO, but an integer multiple of n; i.e., the 
arguments above are unchanged if one re-labels fig. 1 
so that K becomes IM and zero becomes (n - 1)~. 

3. WKB analysis f&r a Lennard-Jones potential 

One might question the validity ofusing the WKB 
approximation to describe ptiti shifts in this low en- 
ergyregion. Even at E = 0, however, although vrKB 
is not an integer multiple of rr, it is a reasonably good 

approximation to non; this is actu*jr a good way to 
estimate the number df bound states@ a given poten- 
tiaf-[4].The~phaseshiftwillnotshowthebend- 
ing over as the dotted line in fig. 1, but it will be 
roughly correct for energies as large as Eo_ 

For purposes ofestimating the requirements for 
an atom-atom &l&ion system to demonstrate an RT 
effect, consider a Lennard-Jones 6-12 potential, 

V(r) = 4e [(o/r) 12 - (u/t)61 . (2) 

The WILES approximation gives the s-wave phase shift 
as 

rloQ =Df(W 7 (3) 

where A= E/E, D = 0(2p#‘lti, and fis the following 
universal function of h: 

f(X) = JU dx [(ar-x) @+x)]-~‘Z~x-~‘6- 2X=“) , (4) 

o= &(HA)l/2] , p= 3[--r+(l+A)“*J ; 

fcan be expressed in terms of hypergeometric func- 
tions. For small X one has 

f(A,)~a-bA”3, 

where 

(5) 

b = 3.2”” i’(s) r(l,)/l-‘(+) = 1.6289 . 

Thusfhas a zero at A(), 

& = (~/ZJ)~ = 0.138 ; 

solving for the root numerically [without the approx- 
imation in eq. (5)], one finds X, = 0.140. 

For B = Eo(Eo E hge = O.lde), therefore, the s- 
wave phase shift vanishes, so that the m&itude of 
the cross section at Eo is determined by the next 
highest partial wave; normally this is I = 1, but if the 
atoms are identical bosoms, odd values of I are not aI- 
lowed [ 1, p. 6371, so that i = 2 gives the first non- 
zero ph3se shift. 

The magnitude of the first non-zero phase shift 
(i = 1 or 2) C~JI be estimated by the “large I” limif 
of the YJKB phase shift (the Jefieys-Born, or Eiko- 
nal approximation). Alth&gh f is obviously not 
‘large”, the approximation act&y depends on the. 
inequality - 
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for ah r > i/k; for low enough energy, therefore, this 
inequality is fulfilled for any I> 0. Since only large 
values of r are involved, one only needs to consider the 
long-range attractive part of the potential, and obtains 

r@) = (31rf8)D~h~Z-~ , (6) 

where one actually makes the replacement 
I-+ [N+f?)P, or(i+%),andI=lor2_AtEo,there- 
fore, the magnitude of the cross section is 

o&Q) = 4n(R2/2N’N +Q) (21+ 1) [rl&Q)l 2 

and with eq. (6) this is 

u(E(-)) = n&I +Q) (9Z/S)~%@~)-9 , (7) 

withZ=lor2. 
The RT effect is significant if o(Eu) is much 

smaller than rr$ (the “hard sphere” cross section). 
Since X, and 1 are fixed values, this will be true if D 
is sufficiently small - i.e., it is the value of D which 
determines the extent of the RT effect. The fact that 
o(Eo) in eq. (7) is proportional to D to such a high 
power means that the cut-off value of D - that value 
below which the RT effect is prominent and above 
which it is non-existent - is quite sharp. If one sup- 
poses that a(Eo) must be below 0.1~~~ for the RT 
effect to be signifkant, eq. (7) gives D1 = 1.62 for 
1= 1 andD2 = 2.40 for 1 = 2 as these cut-off values. 
For values of D less (greater) tlzan D1 or D2, there 
should (should not) be a significant RT effect. 

The above discussion has considered the situation 
that there are no (or just barely one) I = 0 bound 
states in the two-body potential. The arguments 
may be modified to handle the more general situa- 
tion, but this hardly seems warranted - if the poten- 
tial is this strongly attractive, a collection of the par- 
ticles will probably be a solid at temperatures low 
enough for these considerations to be of interest. 

4. Helium-helium collkious 

The D parameter for most atom-atom systems is 
much Larger than the critical values obtained above. 
For the interaction of two helium atoms, however, 
one has [5] E= 8.94 x 1W4 eV and u w 2.64& so 

that D * 2.46 for 4He-4He, and D a 2.28 for 3He-4He; 
s-waves cannot contribute to 3He-3He scattering [I, 
p. 6371, so no RT effect is possible here. Since I = 1 
contributes for 3He-4He and D, = L .62 is the maxi- 
mum value of D for which the RT effect is estimated 
to be significant, one concludes that there is deftite- 
Iy not an RT effect in 3He-4He scattering. 

For 4He-4He, however, I = 2 is the first term past 
I= 0, and since it is estimated that the. RT effect 
should be significant for values of D up to D2 c 2.40, 
the value D 5= 2.46 for 4He-4He makes this a border- 
line case. One expects there to be some evidence of 

the RT effect, but just how deep the minimum in the 
cross section at EO is depends in a sensitive way on 
the precise shape of the outer wall of the potential 
well. 

Several recent quantum calculations [6,71 of 
4He-4He total elastic cross sections at very low en- 
ergies have shown this RT minimum. With E .= lOoK 
the WKR treatment of section 3 predicts the mini- 
mum at EO * 1.4”K, whereas these quantum calcu- 
lations find it at M.S°K. Fig. 5 of Dondi et aL 161 
shows dramatically how sensitive to the shape of the 
potential is the depth of the RT minimum, ranging 
from below 20 A2 to over IO0 Rz for various poten- 
tialsallwiththesmneeandr,. 

In conclusion, it is seen that there is the possibil- 
ity of a prominent RT minimum in the two-body 
scattering cross section of 4He-4He at a collision en- 
ergy =2”K; there is no such possibility for 3 T-k3 He 
or 3He-4He collisions. If such a ‘window” exists in 
the two-body cross section, it is interesting to spec- 
ulate whether or not it in any way enhances the pec- 
uliar properties of 4He in this temperature range. 
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